Understanding the Acquire Tab

1. You can show or hide the traffic light by clicking the button on the tool bar.
2. The active patient is always named under the Patient Tab, as well as on the right hand side.
3. In the Capture Device Configuration box in the lower right you can add exposure data to your notes on the x-ray.
4. You can select any x-rays that you would like to take, in any order. If you don’t select an order the default numbering sequence will be used as is indicated in each chart.

Endo Mode allows you to take multiple x-rays for one tooth position.

Series Mode allows you to take a series of x-rays.

Retake or Skip an x-ray, or Reset the entire x-ray series order.

As you take x-rays they will load in order in the film strip.

Green means go, take your next x-ray.
Yellow means processing x-ray.
Red means the series is complete.

Select your chart with the drop down menu.

Click the chart positions in the order in which you would like to take your x-ray series.